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There always exists an entanglement witness for every entangled quantum state. Negativity of the expec-
tation value of an entanglement witness operator guarantees entanglement of the corresponding state, given
that the measurement devices involved are perfect, i.e., the performed measurements actually constitute the
witness operator for the state under consideration. In a realistic situation, there are two possible ways of mea-
surements to drive the process away from the ideal one. Firstly, wrong measurements may be performed, and
secondly, while the measurement operators are implemented correctly, the detection process is noisy. Entan-
glement witnesses are prone to both of these imperfections. The concept of measurement-device-independent
entanglement witnesses was introduced to remove the first problem. We analyze the “detection loophole” in the
context of measurement-device-independent entanglement witnesses, which deal with the second problem of
imprecise measurements. We obtain an upper bound on the entanglement witness function in the measurement-
device-independent entanglement witness scenario, below which entanglement is guaranteed for given non-ideal
detector efficiencies, that can involve both lost events and dark counts.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum mechanics provides description for physical sys-
tems in terms of quantum states belonging to some Hilbert
space. One of the distinguishing features of composite quan-
tum systems is the presence of a kind of correlation between
different subsystems, called entanglement [1–3]. Presence
of entanglement enables better efficiencies of various tasks
like quantum teleportation [4], quantum dense coding [5], and
entanglement-based quantum cryptography [6]. Therefore, it
is of importance to know whether a state is entangled. Over
the years, several methods have been proposed to detect en-
tanglement, and to name a few, there are the positive partial
transpose criterion [7, 8], range criterion [9], violation of Bell
inequality [10], and negativity of the expectation values of en-
tanglement witness (EW) operators [8, 11]. Several such pro-
cedures have also been used to verify entanglement in labora-
tories [12].

The method of entanglement witnesses has gained impor-
tance over the years as an efficient detector of entanglement
of shared quantum states. If one has some a priori informa-
tion about a shared quantum state, then an EW may be con-
structed for that state. It is also possible to implement such
a method in a laboratory as the expectation value of any EW
can be obtained by performing local measurements on sub-
systems constituting the composite system. Still, an imperfect
implementation of the measurements may wrongly indicate
a separable state to be entangled [13], just as a “local” state
may appear to violate a Bell inequality [14]. Negativity of the
expectation value of any entanglement witness operator guar-
antees entanglement, when the measurement devices involved
are ideal. There are at least two possible ways by which realis-
tic measurements can drive the process away from its ideal va-
riety. Firstly, the intended measurement basis may get altered
(“wrong” measurements) and secondly, the detectors used can
be noisy (“imprecise” measurements). EWs are prone to both
these “defects”. Both pose challenges to an experimentalist,
as defective measurements can lead to false positives in wit-
nessing entanglement. The concept of measurement-device-
independent entanglement witnesses (MDI-EWs) was intro-
duced to address the first problem [15]. It was shown that

an MDI-EW can always be constructed from a standard EW,
based on a semi-quantum nonlocal game, where every entan-
gled state provides advantage over all separable states [16].
Robustness of MDI-EWs as compared to that of standard
ones, for sequential witnessing of entanglement was analyzed
in [17].

In this article, we focus on the second problem, which in-
volves imprecise measurements due to noisy detectors. Any
of the entanglement detection methods, if performed with im-
precise measurements, can lead to erroneous observations.
By “imprecise measurements”, we mean here that the corre-
sponding measurement devices have non-unit efficiency, aris-
ing due to loss of measurement outcomes. Such studies are
usually clustered into what is referred to as the “detection
loophole” problem, as the task is to detect entanglement with
non-ideal measurement devices. The problem of detection
loophole for Bell inequality violations has been studied exten-
sively, both theoretically [14] as well as experimentally [18].
In the context of entanglement witnesses, the detection loop-
hole problem was analyzed recently in [13, 19].

The purpose of MDI-EWs is to remove the measurement-
device-dependence of EWs, i.e., to guarantee entanglement of
a shared quantum state, independent of what measurements
are being performed. But whether this type of witness also
guarantees entanglement, independent of the possibly non-
unit efficiencies of the corresponding measurement devices,
is yet to be answered. In this article, we analyze the de-
tection loophole present in MDI-EWs considering such non-
ideal measurement devices. To be specific, we consider the
problem in three scenarios. The first one involves the losses
in the detector, whereas the second considers the additional
counts (“dark counts”) therein. We finally consider a third
scenario, where both these kinds of detector inefficiencies can
be present. In the case of lossy detectors, having a certain non-
unit efficiency, we provide an upper bound on the measured
value of the MDI-EW function which is sufficient to certify
entanglement. In case of additional counts, we observe that
MDI-EWs do not guarantee entanglement falsely, whatever
be the detector’s efficiency. We finally derive a relation for
loophole-free detection of entanglement using a MDI-EW in
presence of both types of detector inefficiencies. We illustrate
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the results by using Werner states [20] and noisy Greenberger-
Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states [21].

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
about the detection loophole in case of standard EWs. In Sec.
III, a brief description on MDI-EWs is given. The detection
loophole in case of MDI-EWs is analyzed in Sec. IV. A short
summary is provided in Sec.V.

II. ENTANGLEMENT WITNESSES AND THE
DETECTION LOOPHOLE

In this section, we briefly discuss about EWs and ways of
overcoming the detection loophole in the process of measur-
ing expectation values corresponding to an EW [13]. A her-
mitian operator, W, is called an EW of a certain shared sys-
tem, if and only if tr(Wσ) ≥ 0 for all separable states σ of
that system and there exists at least one entangled state ρe
such that tr(Wρe) < 0. It can be seen that for every en-
tangled state, ρe, there exists at least one witness operator,
W, which satisfies the above conditions and can detect that
ρe [8]. Let us mention two examples of witness operators.
We know that the Werner state [20], ρp = p|ψ−〉〈ψ−| + 1−p

4 I4,
where |ψ−〉 = 1

√
2
(|01〉 − |10〉) and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, is entangled

for p > 1
3 , with {|0〉, |1〉} being the eigenbasis of the Pauli

σz operator, as ensured by the partial transposition criterion
[7, 8]. Here, Ik denotes the identity operator on a complex
Hilbert space of dimension k. For p > 1

3 , the operator ρTB
p will

have one negative eigenvalue [22]. Here, the superscript TB
denotes transposition on the second system. The eigenvector
corresponding to this negative eigenvalue, viz. 1

4 (1 − 3p), is
|φ+〉 = 1

√
2
(|00〉+ |11〉). Then a witness operator that can detect

the state ρp can be considered to be of the form [8, 11]

Wρp = |φ+〉〈φ+|TB . (1)

Another example can be given by considering 3-qubit noisy
GHZ states, ρGHZ

q = q|GHZ〉〈GHZ| + 1−q
8 I8, where |GHZ〉 =

1
√

2
(|000〉+ |111〉) [21] and 0 ≤ q ≤ 1. This state can be shown

to be genuinely tripartite entangled for q > 3
7 [23]. A witness

operator which can detect genuine tripartite entanglement of
ρGHZ

q is given by [2, 24]

WρGHZ
q

=
1
2
I8 − |GHZ〉〈GHZ|. (2)

But, due to existence of the detection loophole in measure-
ment processes, one may mistakenly identify a separable state,
say σ′, as an entangled state, i.e, one may get tr(Wσ′) < 0,
where W is the corresponding entanglement witness. The con-
dition for overcoming the detection loophole for entanglement
witnesses was first discussed by Skwara et al. [13]. Since we
can always decompose a hermitian operator, acting on a ten-
sor product Hilbert space, H1 ⊗ H2 . . . ⊗ Hn, in terms of the
identity operator, I, of the total Hilbert space and traceless
hermitian operators, S α, as products of hermitian operators
operating on local subspaces H1, H2, · · ·, Hn, we can write

an n-partite witness operator as

W = C0I +
∑
α

CαS α, (3)

where C0 and Cα are real numbers. Now, an expectation value
of W depends on the individual expectation values of S α. The
measured expectation value of S α for a state ρ is given by
〈S α〉m =

∑
i niλi
N , where ni denotes the number of times the

eigenvalue λi has clicked and N =
∑

i ni. But due to addi-
tional and lost events in the measurement process, this value
could be different from the true expectation value of S α given
by 〈S α〉t =

∑
i ñiλi

Ñ . Here ñi denotes number of times λi should
have clicked in the case of ideal detectors and Ñ =

∑
i ñi. Let

the number of additional and lost events for λi be ε+i and ε−i
respectively, and set

∑
i ε±i = ε±. The additional and lost event

efficiencies are defined as η+ = Ñ
Ñ+ε+

and η− = Ñ−ε−
Ñ .

In this paper, we consider the following three cases sepa-
rately. In the first case (Case 1), the additional event efficiency
(i.e. η+) is taken to be unity, with the lost event efficiency (i.e.
η−) being kept arbitrary. In the next case (Case 2), keeping
η− = 1, we consider arbitrary η+. Finally, in the third case
(Case 3), we consider the general case of arbitrary additional
and lost event efficiencies. In all the cases, ε±i’s are taken to
be independent of i, say ε±.

Case 1: For the first case, we get 〈S α〉m =
∑

i(ñ−ε−)λi

Ñ−ε−
=(∑

i ñiλi

Ñ −
ε−

∑
i λi

Ñ

)
Ñ

Ñ−ε−
. Since S k are traceless matrices, we get

〈S α〉m =
〈S α〉t
η−

. Hence using Eq. (3), we get the relation be-
tween measured and true values of W as

〈W〉m = C0 +
∑
α

Cα
〈S α〉t

η−

= C0

(
1 −

1
η−

)
+
〈W〉t
η−

.

Now, as we mentioned before, W will detect entanglement of
a state ρ when 〈W〉t < 0, where the expectation value is taken
over the state ρ. Hence, even in the presence of detection
loophole, W can detect the entanglement of ρ correctly when
the following inequality is satisfied:

〈W〉m < C0

(
1 −

1
η−

)
. (4)

As the completely depolarized state is a separable state, we
must have C0 > 0. Therefore, C0

(
1 − 1

η−

)
< 0 for η− , 1.

States for which C0

(
1 − 1

η−

)
≤ 〈W〉m < 0, a negative 〈W〉m

will not be sufficient for the experimentalist to infer entangle-
ment in the shared state. If we consider the two examples of
witness operators that we considered above, viz. the condi-
tions for Werner state (Wρp ) and noisy GHZ state (WρGHZ

q
), we

get the conditions

〈Wρp〉m <
1
4

(
1 −

1
η−

)
and

〈WρGHZ
q
〉m <

3
8

(
1 −

1
η−

)
,
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for loophole-free detection of entanglement in the correspond-
ing states, in the case when the lost event efficiency is non-
ideal. Hence, for example, if the lost event efficiency is
η− = 1

2 , then the witness operator, Wρp , can detect an en-
tangled Werner state if 〈Wρp〉m < − 1

4 is satisfied, and WρGHZ
q

can detect an entangled noisy GHZ state if 〈WρGHZ
q
〉m < − 3

8 is
satisfied.

Case 2: Doing similar calculations for the second case, we
get

〈W〉m = C0 (1 − η+) + η+〈W〉t. (5)

Here, C0 (1 − η+) ≥ 0. Hence 〈W〉t ≤ 〈W〉m for all values of
η+. Therefore, in this case, even though lesser states will be
detected using W, we will never identify a separable state as
an entangled state. Hence, EW is robust under the second kind
of loophole.

Case 3: Let us now move to the general case where the
additional event efficiency, η+, as well as the lost event effi-
ciency, η−, are both at non-unit values. The condition on the
measured expectation value of witness function, 〈W〉m, which
guarantees entanglement, even in the presence of non-ideal
η±, is given by

〈W〉m < C0

1 − 1
η− + 1

η+
− 1

 . (6)

Notice that η− = 1 or η+ = 1 lead us to the previously obtained
relations.

III. MEASUREMENT DEVICE INDEPENDENT
ENTANGLEMENT WITNESS

Any entanglement witness operator can always be ex-
panded in a basis consisting of tensor products of local hermi-
tian operators. Expectation value of a witness operator in any
given quantum state can therefore be obtained by performing
measurements in the bases of those local hermitian operators.
However, if an experimentalist performs a measurement that
is different from what is required to evaluate the expectation
value of the witness operator in a given state, then a negative
expectation value does not guarantee that the state is entan-
gled. Therefore, Branciard et al. [15] came up with the idea
of measurement-device-independent entanglement witnesses
(MDI-EWs) which guarantee the entanglement of a quantum
state, i.e., it never indicates a separable state to be entangled,
independent of the measurements that are actually performed.
Moreover, it was also observed that when effect of lossy detec-
tors is to modify joint probabilities by the same multiplicative
factor, then MDI-EWs can still do its job properly [15].

In this section, we briefly discuss the MDI-EWs studied in
[15], motivated by the “nonlocal semi-quantum game” pre-
sented in [16]. Let W be an entanglement witness operator
acting on the Hilbert space HA ⊗ HB, with the dimension of
HA being dA and that ofHB being dB. Consider complete sets
of density matrices, {τr | r = 1, 2, . . . , d2

A} acting on HA and
{ωs| s = 1, 2, . . . , d2

B} acting onHB. These sets are “complete”

in the sense that they span the space of hermitian matrices on
the corresponding Hilbert spaces (HA or HB) with respect to
the field of reals. One can always find a set of real numbers,
βrs, such that any entanglement witness can be expanded as

W =
∑

rs

βrsτ
T
r ⊗ ω

T
s , (7)

where the superscript, T, over the states denotes their trans-
poses. The above equation is a consequence of the existence
of a set of density matrices which span the space of hermitian
operators. Note that the expansion in Eq. (7) is not unique.

Consider two parties Alice (A) and Bob (B) sharing a quan-
tum state ρAB acting on HA ⊗ HB. Let A and B be provided
the set of states {τr} and {ωs} as their auxiliary quantum inputs,
respectively.

Each party then performs a joint dichotomic measurement,
{|Φ+

A(B)〉〈Φ
+
A(B)|, Id2

A(B)
− |Φ+

A(B)〉〈Φ
+
A(B)|}, on their part of the

shared state ρAB and their respective inputs. Here |Φ+
A(B)〉 =

1√
dA(B)

∑dA(B)−1
i=0 |ii〉, whereas {|i〉} forms the computational ba-

sis. For simplicity of notations, the outcomes |Φ+
A(B)〉〈Φ

+
A(B)|

will be indicated as ‘1’, and Id2
A(B)
− |Φ+

A(B)〉〈Φ
+
A(B)| will be in-

dicated as ‘0’. The joint probability of A getting an outcome
a given τr as the quantum input, and B getting an outcome
b given ωs as the quantum input is denoted by P(a, b|τr, ωs).
The MDI-EW function is then given by

I(ρAB) =
∑
r,s

βrsP(1, 1|τr, ωs). (8)

The connection between the MDI-EW function, I(ρAB), and
the entanglement witness, W, can be obtained with the help of
Eq. (7), and is given by [15]

I(ρAB) =
tr(WρAB)

dAdB
, (9)

where ρAB is the shared state whose entanglement detection is
in process. The MDI-EW function thus satisfies all the prop-
erties of an entanglement witness operator.

Suppose now that A and B share a separable state and
let instead of performing the POVM, {|Φ+

A(B)〉〈Φ
+
A(B)|, Id2

A(B)
−

|Φ+
A(B)〉〈Φ

+
A(B)|}, A performs an arbitrary two-outcome POVM,

{A0, A1}, and B performs an arbitrary two-outcome POVM,
{B0, B1}, to construct the MDI-EW function for that separable
state. It turns out that the MDI-EW function for any separa-
ble state still remains positive, i.e., I(σAB) > 0, for all σAB
belonging to the space of separable states, thus justifying the
“measurement-device-independent” adjective of MDI-EWs.

To formulate a MDI-EW for detecting genuine multipartite
entanglement (GME), one can use the following decomposi-
tion of a witness operator,

WρGME
q

=
∑
r,s,u

βrsuτ
T
r ⊗ ω

T
s ⊗ γ

T
u , (10)

where WρGME
q

is known to detect the GME of a three-party state
ρGME . In this case, the three parties, say Alice, Bob, and Char-
lie, share the state ρGME and have τr, ωs, γu as their auxil-
iary quantum inputs, and the witness operator acts on the joint
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Hilbert space of Alice, Bob, and Charlie, which are, say HA,
HB, andHC respectively. Hence, the corresponding MDI-EW
is given by [15]

I(ρGME) =
∑
r,s,u

βrsuP(1, 1, 1|τr, ωs, γu). (11)

In the bipartite case, the witness operator, given in Eq. (1),
which can detect entanglement of the Werner state, can be
decomposed in the form of Eq. (7), where βrs, τr, and ωs are
given by [15]

βrs =
5
8

for r = s, βrs = −
1
8

for r , s,

τr = σr
I2 + ~n · ~σ

2
σr, ωs = σs

I2 + ~n · ~σ
2

σs. (12)

Here r and s run from 0 to 3, ~n = 1
√

3
(1, 1, 1), and ~σ =

(σ1, σ2, σ3), i.e., the Pauli spin matrices and σ0 = I2. Hence,
the corresponding MDI-EW can be constructed as [15]

I(ρp) =
5
8

∑
s=t

P(1, 1|τr, ωs) −
1
8

∑
s,t

P(1, 1|τr, ωs).

Similarly, the witness operator for the noisy GHZ state, given
in Eq. (2), can be decomposed as in Eq. (10). We chose the
same τr and ωs as in Eq. (12) and determined the correspond-
ing γu. In this particular decomposition, the coefficients βr,s,u
are given by [15]

βrsu =
3

32
(−1)[(r−1)/2][(s−1)/2]+[(r−1)/2][(u−1)/2]+[(s−1)/2][(u−1)/2]+1

×(−1)[(r−1)/2]+[(s−1)/2]+[(u−1)/2] + (−1)r+s+u
√

3.

Using this βrsu in Eq. (11), the MDI-EW can be determined
and used in experiments.

IV. DETECTION LOOPHOLE IN MDI-EW

As discussed in the preceding section, the value of an MDI-
EW, independent of the POVM performed on the joint state,
τr ⊗ σAB ⊗ ωs, is always non-negative for all separable states,
σAB. Now the question is whether it is also robust in the pres-
ence of detection inefficiencies. In other words, we ask: even
if the detection efficiencies, defined in Sec. II, are not unit, will
I(σAB) ≥ 0 hold for all separable states? In this section, we
explore this question, find that a detection loophole is, in prin-
ciple, also present in this measurement-device-independent
scenario, and derive the condition for closing the detection
loophole. In the first case (Case I), we take the additional
event efficiency, say Ξη+

, to be 1 and consider an arbitrary lost
event efficiency, say Ξη− . In the second case (Case II), Ξη− is
taken to be ideal while Ξη+

can take any value between 0 to 1.
In the final case (Case III), we take up the general situation of
arbitrary values for the two event efficiencies.

Case I: For the first case, the measured value of probability
P(a, b|τr, ωs) is given by

P(a, b|τr, ωs)m =
nrs

ab

Nrs ,

where nrs
ab denotes the number of times Alice and Bob respec-

tively got outcomes a and b when the quantum inputs were
τr and ωs, and Nrs =

∑
a,b nrs

ab. We assume Nrs = N for all r
and s. From now on, we denote P(a, b|τr, ωs) as Pab

rs , and the
measured and true values of Pab

rs as
(
Prs

ab

)
m

and
(
Prs

ab

)
t

respec-

tively. Now,
(
Prs

ab

)
m

could be different from the true value of
Prs

ab, given by

(
Prs

ab

)
t
=

ñrs
ab

Ñrs
,

where ñrs
ab denotes the number of times outcomes a and b

would click in the ideal case of no lost events. And Ñrs =∑
a,b ñrs

ab. We assume that Ñrs = Ñ for all r and s. Now,
nrs

ab = ñrs
ab − ε

rs
−ab, where εrs

−ab is the number of lost events with
outcomes a and b. For simplicity, we assume that the εrs

−ab are
equal for all a, b, τr, and ωs, and set

∑
a,b ε

rs
−ab = Ξε− . We de-

fine the lost event efficiency as Ξη− =
Ñ−Ξε−

Ñ . Hence we get
the relation between measured and true values of the relevant
probability as

(
Prs

11

)
m

=
ñrs

11 −
Ξε−

4

Ñ − Ξε−

=
Ñ

(
Prs

11

)
t
−

Ξε−

4

Ñ − Ξε−

=

(
Prs

11

)
t

Ξη−

−
1 − Ξη−

4Ξη−

.

The factors 1/4 appearing in the preceding calculation are due
to the fact that a, b can take 4 different values, viz., 00, 01, 10,
11. We therefore have that the measured value of the MDI-
EW is related to its true value via the relation,

Im(ρAB) =
∑
r,s

βrs


(
Prs

11

)
t

Ξη−

−
1 − Ξη−

4Ξη−


=

It(ρAB)
Ξη−

−
1 − Ξη−

4Ξη−

∑
r,s

βrs. (13)

Now the entanglement in the state, ρAB, will be detected if
It(ρAB) < 0 is satisfied. From Eq. (13), this implies that

Im(ρAB) < −
1 − Ξη−

4Ξη−

∑
r,s

βrs.

Since
∑

r,s βrs = tr(W), we get

Im(ρAB) <
tr(W)

4

(
1 −

1
Ξη−

)
. (14)

We have 0 ≤ Ξη− ≤ 1, and tr(W) ≥ 0 as the maximally
mixed state is a separable state, so that RHS of inequality
(14) is always non-positive. Importantly, even when the true
value of the function, I(ρAB), is positive, its measured value
may be negative. Thus, if for a state ρ′AB, I(ρ′AB) satisfies
tr(W)

4

(
1 − 1

Ξη−

)
≤ Im(ρ′AB) < 0, then one might erroneously
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conclude a separable state as entangled. But one can over-
come this detection loophole when the measured value is
strictly less than tr(W)

4 (1− 1
Ξη−

). Therefore, inequality (14) pro-
vides an upper bound on the measured value of the witness
function for guaranteeing entanglement even in the presence
of a non-unit Ξη− .

Now, if we consider the two MDI-EWs for detecting entan-
glement in the Werner state and genuine three-party entangle-
ment in the noisy GHZ state, and use Eqs. (1), (2), and (14),
we get the following two inequalities,

I(ρp)m <
1
4

(
1 −

1
Ξη−

)
,

I(ρGHZ
q )m <

3
8

(
1 −

1
Ξη−

)
. (15)

They are respectively relevant for loophole-free MDI entan-
glement detection in the Werner state and loophole-free MDI
genuine tripartite entanglement detection in the noisy GHZ
state, for a particular lost event efficiency, Ξη− .

Case II: If we do the same calculation for Ξη− = 1 and
Ξη+

= Ñ
Ñ+Ξε−

, 1, we get

Im(ρAB) <
tr(W)

4

(
1 − Ξη+

)
. (16)

Here, the RHS is positive, and hence, even if the range of
states that would be detected by Im is less than the states that
could be detected by It, Im will not show any separable state
as entangled. Hence, inefficiency due to additional count will
not lead an experimenter wrongly assign a separable state as
entangled while using MDI-EWs, just like for EWs.

As we have mentioned before, the number 4 in the denom-
inator of the right-hand-sides of the inequalities (14) and (16)
are appearing due to the fact that a, b can take 4 different val-
ues, viz., 00, 01, 10, 11. Notice that if instead of bipartite en-
tanglement, we consider an MDI-EW for detecting n-partite
entanglement shared between n-parties, we will have 2n in
place of 4 and all other parts in the inequalities (14) and (16)
will remain unchanged.

Case III: We now consider the general scenario, where the
additional event efficiency, Ξη+

, as well as the lost event effi-
ciency, Ξη− , are both non-ideal, i.e., they both possess non-unit
values. A relation involving the measured MDI-EW function,
Im, which guarantees entanglement present in a bipartite state
ρAB, is given by

Im(ρAB) <
tr(W)

4

1 − 1
Ξη− + 1

Ξη+
− 1

 . (17)

Note that the bound on Im reaches zero, which is the bound on
MDI-EW function without any loophole in outcomes, when

Ξη− +
1

Ξη+

= 2. (18)

It is important to know the cases when the bound on Im is neg-
ative, since these instances may lead to false identifications of

FIG. 1: Beating detection loophole for measurement-device
-independent entanglement witness for entangled Werner
states. The plotted surface is such that if the measured
MDI-EW function, Im, for an entangled Werner state is below
it, then the experimentalist will be able to detect the
entanglement in that Werner state in a loophole-free and MDI
way. The vertical axis represents the values of that surface,
and it is plotted in the figure with respect to lost and
additional event efficiencies, respectively Ξη− and Ξη+

, on the
base. The surface remains negative for the region
Ξη− + 1

Ξη+
< 2. All axes represent dimensionless quantities.

separable states as entangled ones. For non-negative bounds,
the loophole due to lost and additional events vanishes. To vi-
sualize the bound, we plot, in Fig. 1, the upper bound on the
measured MDI-EW function, Im, for entangled Werner states
with varying Ξη− and Ξη+

, in the non-trivial part of the region
demarcated by Eq. (18).

The bound on Im, given by the relation (17), can easily be
generalized to a genuine n-partite MDI entanglement witness
by replacing 4 with 2n in the denominator on the RHS.

V. CONCLUSION

A measurement-device-independent entanglement witness
had been prescribed, based on the idea of a semi-quantum
game, where every entangled state yields advantage over all
separable states. Here we considered the problem of detection
loophole in detecting entanglement in a measurement-device-
independent way. We discussed three separate cases of ineffi-
cient measurement devices, viz., the case when there are only
losses in the outcomes of measurement, the case when there
are only additional counts in the same, and finally the scenario
where both types of the inefficiencies occur. We found that in
the case of additional events, inefficiency of the measurement
device cannot lead to false positives, i.e., the measurement-
device-independent entanglement witness will not show any
separable state as entangled. However, we showed that in
the the case of lossy detectors as well as in the case when
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both types of inefficiencies are present, measurement-device-
independent entanglement witnesses can erroneously exhibit
a separable state as entangled. To avoid such misjudgments,
we derived an inequality in each case, which depend on the ef-
ficiencies of the detectors involved. If a measured value of the
measurement-device-independent entanglement witness satis-

fies the relevant inequality, for a particular set of values of
the detector efficiencies, then one will reach the unambiguous
conclusion of presence of entanglement in the shared quantum
state under consideration. We have exemplified the results
by using the Werner and noisy Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger
states.
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